Durham Elementary
SDMC Meeting -Quarter 1
October 1, 2019 Agenda

1. Meet & Greet
2. Communication & Meetings
3. Preview of School Improvement Plan
4. Continue the work /Quick Needs Assessment/Grading
5. Schedule next Meeting

Comments/ Notes:

1. There was a quick meet & Greet with an icebreaker activity called, “Reunion BINGO.” The attendees share round robin style some of the items on the bongo game sheet.

2. Communication & Meetings – Every member would be emailed the agenda prior to the meeting as well as any documents that would be needed to review prior to the meetings. For example, for this meeting a copy of the School Improvement Plan (SIP) was emailed.

3. Each of the parts of the SIP were reviewed and purpose of each as explained. (Demographics, data, waivers, etc.) Time was spent reviewing the goals for the year in the areas of Reading, Math, Attendance, and the Safety & Public Support.

4. Continuing the work- There was some work started last year (2018-2019) around grading. The committee wants to continue the work and by the end of the year have some consistent grading practices in place. There was some mention about aligning the dress code- some students have free dress on Friday but should be wearing the college shirt, etc.

5. The next Quarterly meeting will be held on January 22 from 3:15-4:15 PM. If there are any items that need to be approved or if there is a need to have a meeting earlier the committee will meet on November 13 from 3:15-4:15 PM.

The SDMC meeting was adjourned at 4:17 PM